Introduction.
Let U= { ■ • ■ , x, • • • } be a class (with or without structure), whose elements we may refer to as ground elements, and let fl= {■■•,«,■••} be a class of unary operations in-also called monotations of-U,
x -> _(") = eU (w G OE)-An £2 partition of U is a logical partition of U (into disjoint subsets or cells) in which the cells remain intact under all the (cellular) monotations induced in the class of cells by the various ground monotations coG^-The familiar classical theory of imprimitivity sets is concerned with the study of the fi partitions in the special case in which Q is a group (or merely a set) of permu tarions ('); in this special case, for each given fi-partition the induced cellular monotations are (like the ground permutations co) themselves all necessarily cellular permutations.
The present communication shows that this latter theory may be cast in the considerably more general framework in which the set 0 may be a quite arbitrary set of monotations-not necessarily permutations. In this general case the various induced cellular monotations, corresponding to a given ß-partition, will no longer necessarily be permutations, as in the classical imprimitivity set case. In this present paper we shall, however, study the structure of just these permutational fl-partitions of U for which all the induced cellular monotations are permutations (2) . We shall also be concerned with the structure of the closely related more general class of univoque ñ-partitions.
Each permutational Q-partition may be thought of as exhibiting the class Í2 of monotations of U as a set of permutations in the large of U. In this connection it is shown that under specified conditions (which are always satisfied if, for example, U is finite) all -"-permutational partitions are "derivable" from a unique atomic partition, which is also S2-permutational; that is, any fi-permutational partition has this atomic partition as a "refinement."
In the
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(') Here, as throughout the paper, the term "permutation" means simply a 1-1, and therefore reversible, transformation.
In particular, U need not be a finite set. (2) Actually we consider the more general case of an operational algebra {U, T) with a (possibly empty) class r of operations.
classical imprimitivity set case mentioned above this result is trivially true with 0-that is, that partition whose cells are the individual ground elements of U-as atomic.
We have thus to do with various (homomorphic) representations of ß by means of permutations, in which the product ( = composition) of two co's of ß is represented by the product of the corresponding cellular permutations. Appealing to the general notion of transforms of functions under coordinate changes, introduced in another communication (3), all invariants of the associated set of cellular permutations are seen to yield corresponding invariants of ß. In fact, the relationship of a general system of monotations to its various permutational representations is formally similar to the relationship of homomorphisms to isomorphisms in such algebraic disciplines as groups or rings.
The natural language of the subject is that of partition lattices, which are briefly reviewed at the outset. For completeness we include a derivation of the basic known Theorem 1, in terms of lemmas required for later use.
I. Partition lattices 1 . Partitions. Let U={ ■ • ■ , x, • • ■ } be a class of (ground) elements; we reserve small italic letters to denote elements of U, and italic capitals to denote subclasses of U.
A for all x, y. In fact, as is well known, one has the following theorem.
Theorem A. The system (11, _=) = (U, t~\, W) is a complete lattice.
By this is meant that any subset 21ÇU has both a greatest lower bound and a least upper bound, written gib = A 21 and lub = VJ 21, both G of U. Here P\ and \J are defined in terms of _= as in the case of general lattices (and conversely -is definable in terms of i~\ and U) (see While the lemma is fairly evident, because of its central role we shall prove it formally.
Proof. In all normal intersections let us agree to order the "factors" so that corresponding factors are cells of the same partition. Let Sublattices. For later reference we make a few observations concerning sublattices.
The intersection of a set of sublattices-respectively of a set of complete sublattices-of (U, C\, \J) is again a sublattice-respectively a complete sublattice.
If 21 is a subset of U, 21 £U, the simple-respectively the complete-sublattice generated by 21 is denoted by |2l| =(|2l], C\, \J)-■ respectively by ||2l||. Here | 2i|-respectively ||2l||-is the intersection of allrespectively of all complete-sublattices of U which contain the set 21. |2l| and ¡|2i|| are called the simple and complete lattice closures of 21. One has (2.12) 3t__|8|__||3l||__U.
It is readily seen that the gib and also the lub of either type of closure is the same as that of 21, r»a = n|2i| = n (2.13)
One should however observe that, while in the complete case f^\||2l|| and U||2l|| are necessarily elements of the set ¡|2l||, the same will not in general be true for the simple closure | 211.
II. Partitions of an algebra We permit T to be empty, and hence a pure class is a special case of an algebra. The argument numbers «< of the 7¿ need not necessarily be finite.
As previously noted, a y=yix) of a single argument is called a monotation (of 27). A monotation y is univoque-also called schlicht-if
A permutation is a schlicht monotation in which yix)=y has a solution yE U for each xE U. (27 need not be finite.) The product 77' of monotations is the composite monotation 7(7'(-)).
By a partition (r-partition) A of the algebra (27, T) we mean a partition
A of U such that This is immediate since the premise of (4.1) implies that xi=yi, x2=y2, • • • (A) for each AG2Ir; this in turn implies that
since each AG2ir is by hypothesis a partition of iU, T). The conclusion of (4.1) follows at once from (4.2).
Next consider Af. We must show that
(4.3) (for all 7 G r).
We first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3. For each y ET which is a monotation, y=yix),
Proof. Let x and y be G-^7(^7GM). We must show that7(2c)=7(y) (Af). Suppose this false, and let yix)EMi (AfiGAf); then yiy)EMi-Separate all The desired result (4.3) is then obtained by inductive repetition of this procedure, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
We observe that in all cases the lattice (Ur, i~\ ^7) has the same least and greatest elements as (U, C\, W), namely 0 and 1.
5. The gib under monotations. In this section we assume that the algebra ((7, T) contains at least one _Gr which is a monotation, co = w(x), and suppose ß= {•• -, co, •••} to be any set of monotations ÎÎÇF. We may write T = _• + ti (union; also written S-:ti), (5.1) ,
(Here any ipE^ may or may not be a monotation. Again S-may, as a special case, be empty.) Related to Lemma 1 we have the following theorem. Proof. We have _(P)=P' = GP (Theorem 1). Now D is nonvoid, and cóccix) ED', For convenient reference, using the notation of (1.5) we state the following incidence properties, which are immediate consequences of the definition of T-partition :
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III. Schlicht and permutational partitions 6. The gib. Using the notation of §5, we now define a partititon A of ( U, T) = i U, "_" : ß) to be ß-univoque, also called Q-schlicht if the cell algebra (A, T) qua £1 is schlicht (see (3.2)); that is, if (6.1) X9*Y-*-aiX)t¿aiY), (X, FGA;o>Gû).
If in addition to (6.1), for "Gil and for each AEA _(X) = A has a solution XEA, we call A an Q,-permutational partition of the algebra (£/,¥: Q).
In both ß-schlicht and ß-permutational partitions the gib and lub play nonsymmetrical roles. In this section we consider only the gib, and in §7 the lub.
Let ©*:", $#:" denote the class of all ß-schlicht and the class of all ß-permutational partitions of (Z7, 1_':ß) respectively. Where no danger of ambiguity exists we shall also abbreviate these to ©n and $". Of course
It is evident that in all cases (6.3) 1 G $a, 1 G©_.
However 0 is only then G©q, respectively G^o, if each «Gß is schlicht, respectively a permutation (of U). As an important special case it is furthermore clear that, in case U is a finite class, the notions schlicht and permutational coincide, and in particular (6.4) ©a = Ç0.
Theorem 3. The gib of a class 2fo of 0,-schlicht partitions of (77, S-:ß) is also an Q-schlicht partition, »a£@_-*-nHoG@_.
Proof. Let _) = n2lQ( = 2Ii-:_). We must show for each "Gß and for all Pi, P2G7J> that
be the normal intersection representation of Pi, D2 respectively (Lemma 1), where we assume the "factors" in each case arranged so that for each i, corresponding factors A{i), P(i) belong to the same partition AU)G2f". Then since D1AD2, at least one of the factors of Pi is different from the corresponding factor of D2. We may assume the factors so ordered that A AB, that is, (6.7) AB = 0. 4. If 21a is a class of ß-permutational partitions, 2la£'?3a, a necessary and sufficient condition for the gib of 2ta to be ß-permutational, <^2lnG?_, is that 2Io satisfy the target condition.
Proof. Necessity. If 2IaÇ'!j3o but the target condition is not satisfied, then for some (empty) normal intersection and for some «Gß, By Lemmas 1 and 6, P is nonvoid and consists exclusively of nontarget points under «. Hence there exists no D'ED such that to(P') =P; that is, D is not ß-permutational. This proves the necessity of the target condition. Sufficiency. Suppose 2laÇ_<î$a and the target condition is satisfied. Now D = n2ía is ß-schlicht, DG©a, by Theorem 3, and hence we have only to show that for each DED and for each «Gß there exists a D'ED such that (6.15) _(P') = D. 7. The lub. We turn now to the lub of sets of ß-permutational partitions. As we have seen (see §6, following Theorem 3), in the case of a class 21a of ß-schlicht partitions, the gib of 2la is always ß-schlicht, while the lub need not be. In the stronger case of a class 21a of ß-permutational partitions, the situation is considerably different. Here, as we have already seen, not even f^a need be ß-permutational. However in this case we shall show: if the gib is ß-permutational, so also is the lub. Theorem 6. Let 21a be a set of Q-permutalional partitions. If gib 2la is ß-permutational (or, equivalently, if 2ia satisfies the target condition) the lub is also il-permutational : 2iaC<ßa and C\ 21a = G $a ■*• U 21a = G <ßa.
Proof. Let Af=V72la (-U«*!B). Now __GUr (=U*:0), by Theorem l;we must show that Mis also G^ßa-We shall first show that (7.1) AfG©a.
Let Mo be GAT, « be Gß, and let M¿ be defined (Theorem 1) by
be the class of all distinct G Af satisfying (7.2), that is, such that Hence 7,,_i_.... _(?#,•) must be an empty class, for otherwise, by (7.8) and (7.9), we should have a disjoint nontrivial separation of the elements of M¿, contrary to Lemma 2. Thus Mo is the only member of (7.3) and we have proved (7.1).
To complete the proof that AfG^a there remains only to show that for each fixed «Gß, _(37) = Mi has a solution MEM for each MiEM. This is however evident from the remarks immediately preceding (7.8), and the proof of Theorem 6 is complete.
Using Theorem 5 on Theorem 6 we have : Because of the finiteness of the number of cells it is sufficient to prove that: for given « G ß and for given;! EA, there exists an A 'E A such that w(A') =A. This is however clearly true; if PEP and PQA, under our hypothesis there exists a P'EP such that w(P') =P. If A ' is that cell of A defined by P'QA ', then clearly u(_l ') =A as required. This proves the theorem. Note: The theorem says that an ß-partition which has P as a refinement is necessarily an ß-permutational partition.
It must not however be inferred that a non-permutational ß-partition of (77, -r: ß) is necessarily a refinement of P. (See §12 for a counterexample.)
For a general algebra, whether or not ^a is a lattice (see the example preceding Theorem 4), a sub-lattice (35, f~\, KJ) of (U*:q, f~\, V7) in which 23£^a is simply called a ß-permutational (sub-) lattice. If we use the "generative" notation of (2.10) and (2.11), it follows from Theorem 1 that for each given class 21 a of ß-partitions of the algebra ( U, 1ïr : ß), 2ía£U*:o:(|2la|, f\ U) is a sub-lattice and (||2In||, f\ U) is a complete sub-lattice of (U*:n, 7~\ W), (7.10) | 21a ! £ |!2fa|| £ U*:a.
We shall prove the further result:
Theorem 11. Let 2ía be a class of ü-permutational partitions, 2ia£<Ca. If gib 2la is Q-permutational, rWaG^ßa ior equivalently, if 21a satisfies the target condition), then (|2Ia|, 7~\ W) and (||2Ia||, f\ U), /fee simple and complete lattices generated by 21a respectively, are both il-permutational lattices,
Because of (7.10) the theorem will be proved if (7.11) is established merely 2Ia||.
the theorem follows directly from Theorems 5 and 7.
for the complete case
Proof. If2Ia = ||2Ia
Suppose then that (7.12) 2iaC||2Ia||.
We then have (7.13) 2taC2ía£||2ía||, where (7.14) 2í* = 2lo+ {H2íá} + {VJ2I_}, that is, the union of 2in with the class of gib's and Iub's of all subsets 2l" of 2ls¡. By Theorems 5 and 7, (7.15) 2I*_:<Pa.
Moreover, by the considerations leading to (2.13) together with our hypothesis concerning P\2fa, we have (7.16) n2ia = n2ta= G <ßa.
IfS_ =
if a_?* , the theorem follows from (7.15), (7.16), and Theorems 5 and 7.
, we have (compare with (7.13)) (7.17) 2InC2IaC2Ia*£||2Ia||, where 2iS* is determined by 2t" in the same way that 2ln is determined by 2ln according to (7.14). As before we have 2Ia*£$a; H 21** = H 2fa = G Ça.
Either 2ï** = ||2l||, in which case the theorem follows as before from (7.18) and Theorems 5 and 7; or else 2iS*^||2i||, in which case the theorem follows by (in general transfinite) inductive repetition of the foregoing argument.
This establishes Theorem 11.
8. Closure of ß. Let ß* be the (complete) closure of ß, that is, ß* consists of all monotations of U which may be expressed as the product ( = composition) of a (not necessarily finite) set of «'s Gß-If we consider (77, ß*) in place of (77, ß), a slight reflection shows that If both correspondences (9.2) are 1-1, we have a strong isomorphism. A strong homorphism (9.1) in which the _GQ are all permutations is called a representation.
In a representation, then (because of our closure assumption on ß), (A, ß) is necessarily a semi-group of permutations of the cells of A. If U is finite, for instance, this will be a group, since a finite semi-group of permutations is a group. Each AG'ißa furnishes a representation of an algebra (77, S. Such a representation assumes an intrinsic significance if (77, St: ß) is an atomistic algebra, by which we mean that H'$8 = G^ßa-(By Theorem 8 this is equivalent to asserting that (^ßa, (^, ^7) is a complete lattice.) If ( 77, •_': ß) is atomistic, we call P = P\^(3n the atomic partition, the cells of P the atomic cells, and the corresponding representation the atomic representation of (77,*:ß).
We have shown that every atomistic algebra (77, \_:ß) (in particular every finite algebra), however involved the (closed) system ß of monotations, always represents a semi-group of permutations-in-the-large of U, that is, a semi-group of permutations of suitably chosen cells in 77; every such representation has the atomic representation as a refinement. 10. Invariants.
Let By an invariant (mod IT) of an algebra we here understand any property which remains unchanged under the group II of all "coordinate transformations" in U. (See [2, 3] for applications.)
We apply this notion to the special case of an atomistic algebra, ( U, S-: ß). With a change x->x'=p(x) of coordinates in U the atomic partition P = f>\'i)3a of U will in general differ from the atomic partition P' = A^a-in the new coordinate system. However one may show that the two atomic representations (P, Si) and (P', £2') are strongly isomorphic, and one has the following theorem.
Theorem
12. If (77, '-'rß) is an atomistic algebra, every abstract property ithat is, every properly which is preserved under strong isomorphism) of the semi-group (P, Si) of representing atomic permutations of ( U, ^f : ß) is an invariant of the algebra under all coordinate transformations in U.
For example the degree ( = number of atomic cells, if this is finite) is an invariant. Again, if the semi-group (P, Si) of atomic permutations is a group (as will always be the case if U is finite), the structure of this group is an invariant of the algebra. IV. Construction of atoms 11. Construction of atomic partitions. If (P, Q) is atomistic, how can its atomic partition be effectively found? We shall here consider only one special case, where (i) Pis a finite set, (ii) ß is (compositionally) generable by a single element(4) and (iii) _"■ empty. By analogy with a principal ideal ring we refer to such an algebra as a finite "principal-generator" algebra. Let then (77, ß) be such an algebra, and let « be a generator of ß. Its atomic partition P is given by (see (8.2)) (li.i) p = n$0 = n$a.
We show how P may be constructed. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use each partition is a refinement of any succeeding it. However since Pis finite, at most a finite number of these divisors can be proper. We have the following theorem. If this conclusion were false, that is, if x, y should exist for which the left side of (11.9) held but for which o>mix)Ao){k)iy), the premise (11.8) would immediately imply the contradiction that the left of (11.9) does not hold. This establishes the direct part of the theorem.
The converse part follows in a similar manner. For, the assumption that Jm is not «-permutational is equivalent to: there exist elements a, b in U such that a?éb (/<*>) but for which «(a)=«(o) (/(i)); that is, such that _<*>(a) A «<«(ö), (11.10) W<*+D(a) = «<*+i>(ô).
We show that a =b (7(i:+1)) and hence that Jw is a proper refinement ofJlk+1). For, if aféb (/<i+u), then a)lk+l)ia)Aw<-k+l)ib), which contradicts our premise. This completes the proof of Theorem 13.
Referring to (11.7) and the accompanying remark, Theorem 13 has the following existence corollary:
Corollary.
For some integer k, the kth iterative u-partition /(t> of ( U, ß) is a permutational partition, Jm E ^a-For otherwise, by the converse part of Theorem 13, (11.7) would represent an infinite sequence of proper refinements /<°> < 7(1) < Jm < ■ ■ ■ in the finite set U, which is of course impossible.
The corollary justifies the definition: the characteristic r i=rj) of the monotation « is the smallest non-negative integer 7(w for which /(*° is an «-permutational partition.
The permutational «-partition /(r), also written Proof. Since U is finite, the atomic partition P exists, and by Theorem 8 (12.6) Pá/.
On the other hand, by Theorem 15 we have (12.7) J=P.
The theorem then follows from (12.6) and (12.7). One finds that /(3)=/(2), and hence the algebra (P, ß) is of characteristic 2, and the atomic partition is P = /(2) =/. The characteristic permutation _ is seen to be : _ = (P0) (Pi) iPtP^.
